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Recently Hochster [6] has made a remarkable discovery of a procedure for con- 
structing maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules over equicharacteristic lo al rings. 
The existence of such modules provided straightforward elemer! tary proofs to 
several “hon~ological” conjectures in the area of Commutative Algebra. (These con- 
jectures had been settled in a somewhat more restricted setting by Peskine and 
Szpiro [lo].) There still remains ome interest as to the nature of the structure of 
maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules as well as some interest as to whether there are 
finitely generated ones. 
With respect to local rings A which are module finite extensions of regular local 
rings R (e.g. when A is a complete local domain), the preceding question takes the 
form of one in representation theory. Namely, if A has a finitely generated maximal 
Cohen-Macaulay module C, then C is necessarily a free R-module of finite rank II, 
thus yielding a representation A + EndR(R”) = AI,,(R). (Here M,,(R) is the ring of 
I? X 12 matrices over R.) The converse also holds. It is in regard to this question con- 
cerning representations of complete local rings that we add our own results. By 
making use of Hochster’s maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules and, in addition, after 
establishing some results on (module) direct products of complete local rings in 
Section 1, we show (Theorem 3.1) that every equicharacteristic complete local ring 
has a representation ver a complete regular local ring of the same dimension. More 
specifically, we show (with the notation as above) that some countably generated 
free R-module F is also an A-module (extending the R-action). Among other by- 
products of this result we obtain the following (Corollary 3.2): If A is a complete 
equicharacteristic lo al ring and if xl , . . . , xd is a system of parameters for A, then 
there is a maximal Cohen--Macaulay A-module C such that any permutation of 
A?* , . . . , A$ is a C-regular sequence, where si > 1 for each i (see also Remark 3.3). 
&e success of our constructions depends on the notion of a basic submodule which 
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is discussed in Section 2. In fact we characterize maximal Cohen-Macaulay mod- 
ules (over complete regular kal rings) which are separated in their maximal ideal 
topology as those modules having basic submodules. 
1. Submodules of products 
Although our results in this section are somewhat peripheral to the in-depth 
study of flat modules made by Raynaud and Gruson [ 111, our treatment isstraight- 
forward and elementary in n; ture. Moreover, we deal with modules which are more 
generaI than flat ones. In pari,cular the results established in this section prove use- 
ful in Sections 2 and 3 in de scribing certain structural properties of maximal Cohen- 
Macaulay modules over con plete local rings. 
We now set forth some rotation to be used throughout the remainder of this sec- 
tion. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring. (On occasion we will insist that R be 
local or local and complete.) Then P = II iEI Rei denotes the direct product of 
copies of R over some index set I and S = II iE1 Rei denotes the direct sum canoni- 
cally embedded inP. The elements of P are sometimes denoted by vectors (ai). If 
J C I, then PJ denotes the ‘kbdirect product” of those vectors whose components 
vanish on J. The proof of our inititial lemma is straightforward and we omit it. 
Lemma 1 .I. Let J be a finite (nonempty) subset of Iand suppose for each j E J 
there is a vector e; such that 
ei* = ej + CP 
iEJ 
i ei + Vj , 
i#j 
where Vi E PJ and where the fli are in the Jacobson radical of R. Then the set 
( 1 e; je J is an R-basis for a free sublzodule F ofP such that P = F @ P J. 
Lemma P .2. Let a = (ai> E P. Then a is contained in a free direct summand of finite 
rank with compliment P J, for some finite subset J of I. 
Proof. Let ~1 be the ideal in R generated by the components aiof 11. Then a is gener- 
atedby ((ri)iEJ 
a’ E PJ, i.e., 
for some finite subset J of 1. SO a = Xjg J aj ej -I- a’, where 
I 
0, if iE J 
( > a i= 
ai, if i$CJ. 
For i 9: J, Qi = IZ jE J bij ai 9 for bij E R, and hence a’ = IZjc:Jajbj, where the bj are 
vectors in P with the property 
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t 
0, if iEJ 
(b ) ji= b 
ii) if i$EJ. 
Now set e; = ej + b l , for QE J, and recall Lemma 1.1 (with pi = 0 and bi = wi for 
each j) io see that eT)iEJ (’ is a basis for a free direct summand F of P with compli- 
J$, a = ZjEJ aje; = CjEJ aj ej + ZjcJ aj bj is an element of F. 
An obvious induction argument yields the next corollary. 
Corollary 1.3. Any finite number olelements oj‘P are contained irl a jirzite rarzk jTT4e 
direct summand of P with compliment P J for some finite subset J of I. 
A useful but trivial fact is stated next. 
Observation 1.4. If C is a countably generated R-module with the property that 
each finite subset of C is contained in a (finite rank) projective direct summand of 
C, then C is a projective R-module. 
Before continuing further we shall need to recal! the standard notion of purity 
for submodules. (As a reference we suggest [ II].) A submodule N of an R-module 
M is said to be pure if the induced map L WV + L 8 n/l is manic for all R-modules 
L (finitely generated L suffice). When M is R-flat it suffices to check the condition 
NnaM=clNfor all ideals 11ofR. 
Lemma 1 S. Each cowstably generated subnzodule ofP is cotltaiued irt a cowltab& 
gejterated pure projective submodule of P. 
Proof. Let G be such a module, say G is generated by JQ ~2, . . . . From Corollary 1.3, 
there is a submodule );’ = Un>o F ,r of P such that the F,I are free direct summands of
Pof finite rank and such that 
(R 19 ..vi$ UF,, C Fn+l 
for all tz > 0. An ascending union of summands i  of course pure in P and, by 
Observation 1.4,F is projective. 
Corollary 1.6 (Raynaud and Gruson [ 1 11). A pure countabl~~ ;gerwrafcd subw~~dulc 
oj’P is Ilecessari[I* projective. 
hoof. By Lemma 1 S, a pure countably generated submodule C of P is contained in 
a countably generated projective submodule I;‘. But the purity of C in F implies that 
F/C is a flat R-module. To see this, one merely checks that the connecting homo- 
morphism a is zero in the exact sequence 
0 = Torf(F, X) -+ T1>r-F(clC, X) L C E X -+ F% X . 
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By a result of Jensen [9: Proposition 5.31 we have that F/C has projective dimen- 
. 
sion G 1. Thus C must be projective. 
In the remainder of this section R denotes alocal ring with maximal ideal III and 
3 denotes the nr-adic losure of S in P. We need several observations concerning the 
structure of 3 for subsequent applications. Of course g coincides with the m-adic 
completion of S since S is 11: of P. Moreover, Smay be easily seen to 
consist Of all vectors (ai> E P = ITiE Rei with countable support (i.e., ai = 0 for all 
but a countable number of i) and the sequence of nonzero components ai, converges 
to zero in the rtr-adic topok jgy. 
I.MWM 1.7. Tire closure S of’s in P is a pure submodule of P and hence is flat. 
PrOOf. Let. fl= (aj, . . . , a& be an ideal of R and suppose that b = (bi) E P has the 
property that b E S n Q P Of course this statement implies that bi E CI for each i. 
NOW recall that the bi = 0 except for some countable subset il, i2, . . . of I with bi, 
converging to zero in the m-adic topology on R. By the Artin-Rees Lemma there 
is a positive integer Y such $hat Q n 111 i = rrljLr ( mr fI a) for i > Y. Since bin converges 
to zero in the m-adic topol’ogy, it follows that we can express, for j > Y, 
bij 
=w. 
tj c 
t=l 
xij,tat 9 
where Wij converges tozero in the In-adic topology on R. By defining WI = XI, t = 0, 
if I# 9 for some j, and WI = Wi*, xl t = xi.,t if I= $, we form the vector u(t) = 
(wlxl & in P. Clearly u(t) ES ior each t!Also observe that b = Z:= 1 atu(t), that is, 
b E a S. Hence ,? f~ UP =z as for all ideals Q. Since P is a flat R-module, the preceding 
property is equivalent to the purity of !? in P. 
Corollary 1 .I!!!. Every finitely generated submodule of S is contained in a finite free 
direct summand of S 
We end this section with a criterion for freeness for countably generated 
I? -modules. 
Lemma 1.9. Suppose that P = II;= 1 Re, is the countable direct product of copies 
ofR with S = II Re, and suppose that C is a countably generated submodule of S 
which contains S. Further suppose the Ilr-adic topology on C is the same topology 
as induced by the IJkadic topology on S. Then C is projective if and only if UC is 
closed in C (in the nr-adic topology) for each ideal a of R. 
Proof. Since the necessity IS clear, we suppose that aC is closed in C for each ideal 
in R. Now consider b E C n al’ = C n a,?. From Lemma 1.7 (or its proof) we observe 
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there is a sequence {f,} in P such that & E aS c 0 C and lim, fn = b in s (and hence 
converges also in C). Since K’ is closed in C, it follows that b E CI C. Hence C is neces- 
sarily pure in P and consequently is projective since it is countably generated. 
2. Basic submodules 
Let (R, III, k) be a local ring and suppose M is an R-module which is separated in 
its rn-adic topology. Borrowing a concept from Abelian Group Theory, we will say 
that a submodule F of M is a basic submodule of II! provided F is a pure fnze sub- 
module of M such that F + 11fVl4 = M for all n > 0 (the latter requirement means 
that F is dense in the ItI-adic topology on 44). We remark that the purity orF‘ in Iti 
guarantees that the topology on F induced by the m-adic topology of lE2 and the 
In-adic topology on Fare the same. In fact III%! f~ F = WF for rz > 0. We now es- 
tablish a criterion for the existence of basic submodules. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that (R, 111, k) is a local ring and suppose that M is an R-module 
satisfying the cortdition: 
(*) Every homomorphism cp : M -+ k can be l$ted to a homomorphism $ : M -+ I?. 
LetN= n ,2>o lllnM. Then the R-module M/IV has a basic submodule. 
Proof. Since it is easily observed that IU/IV also satisfies condition (*), we may sup- 
pose that N = 0, that is, M is separated in the In-adic topology. Of course we may 
also suppose that M # 0. NOW choose a nonempty set of elements { Xi]iEl in fi1 
which gave a k-basis for M/III M. Let 9: M/III M + IIiEl kei denote the identification 
of M/It1 M with the canonical sum JJi,, kei. Since every nonzero homomorphism 
M+ k can be lifted to an epimorphism (by Nakayama’s Lemma) M + R, it. follows 
that cp has a lifting $: M+ JIiEl Rei, wllere \L(Xi) has the property that its ith COOT- 
dinate is 1 and all other coordinates are contained in the maximal ideal III of R. 
Hence, applying Lemma 1.1, we see that the elements { J/(Xi)}iEI generate a pure 
free submodule of P = II Rei. Moreover, Lemma 1.1 gives that any finite number of 
the elements $(Xi) generate a free summand of P which implies that the submodule 
F of M generated by {Xi}iEl is a pure free submodule. Clearty, by construction, the 
natural map F/III F + M/III M is an epimorphism, that is, F ? III M = M. An elementary 
induction now shows that F t ITI lZM = M fob all 12 > 0. Thus F is a basic submodule 
ofM. 
The criterion of Lemma 2.1 can be readily applied to two classes of modules, 
namely the classes of faithfully flat modules and maximal Cohen-Macaulay mod- 
ules. We first consider the case of faithfully flat modules. 
For a local ring R with maximal ideal III and residue field k, the notation I!P 
denotes the Matlis dual of the R-module M, that is, AP’ = Horn (IIS, E(k)) where 
E(k) denotes the injective envelope crf the residue field of R. 
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Proposition 2.2. Let (R, III , k) be a complete local ring and let M be a faithfidly flat 
R-module. Let N = nn>o mn M. Then M/N has a basic submodule. Thus, if M is 
separated in its III-adic topology, then M has a basic submodule. 
Proof. A standard uality forntula (see Cartan and Eilenberg [3; Chapter VI]) gives 
Extk(M, N) s Torf(M, NV)V = 0 
for all i > 0 and each finitely generated ntodule N. In particular, Extk(M,nl ) = 0 
which implies that Horn@& R) -+ Hont (M, k) is a surjection, that is condition (*) 
of Lentma 2.1 is satisfied 
A useful characterizaf K n of modules having basic subntodules is the following one. 
Proposition 2.3. Let (R. III , k) be a complete local ring arid let M be a11 Rwodulc 
having a basic submodule F 2 S = IJiEI Rei. Then M is isomorphic with a submod- 
ule M’ ofP= flicl Rei wch that S c M’ c s (s is the wadic closure o,fS in P). 
Proof. Since M is necessarily separated in its ItI-adic topology and since F is pure 
and dense in the IIt-adic topology on M, then we ntay extend the identification 
cp: F --+ S to the desired inclusion @: M + !? by defining $(x) = lint,, cp(J;,), where 
{.c,> is a sequence of elentents of F which converges tox in tlte m-adic topology 
on M. 
We can now improve on Lemnta 1.9 of Section 1 as it applies to faithfully flat 
modules. 
Theorem 2.4. Let (R, III) be a complete local r&g and let C be a countab!l~ gcnwated 
flat R-module which is separated in its 111 -adic topology. Thert C is projective iJ’ ;rrrd 
onl?, if OC is closed in C for each ideal a irl R. 
Proof. Let P = II;= 1 Re,I (the countable product) and let S = l.l& 1 Re,,. Front 
Proposition 2.3 we may obtain an embedding of C into s in which S is identified 
with a basic submodule of C. Clearly in this case the rll-adic topology on C coin- 
cides with the induced topology front g. Hence Lemma 1.9 shows fhaf C is free. Of 
course the necessity is clear. 
Rentark. There do exist exantples of countably generated flat ntodules C over com- 
plete local rings (R, 111) which are separated in the Ill-adic topology but wlticlt are 
not free. For example, if R is not Colten- Macaulny of dintension 3 3, there is a 
countably generated ntodule M (see [3]) with proj.dint.M = 1 + flat dint.M > 2. 
In this case let C be tlte next to last syzygy in a projective resolution (of countable 
projectives) for M. 
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We now turn our attention to the case of maximal Cohen--Macaulay modules. 
But first we need to establish a generalization of sorts of Nakayama’s Lemma. This 
ems to have been partly overlooked in the literature (although one 
can find it embedded in the prsof of Lemma 1.4 [ 51 of which the author was 3 
coaut her). 
Proof. By making use of the duality formula of Cartan and Eilenberg [3: Chapter VI] 
(see also the proof of Proposition 2.2), we obtain 
Extk(M, IV) 2 Torr(M, L)v , 
where as always ( )v denotes h4atlis’ duality. Thus, it suftices to establish part (b). 
TO this end it suffices to demonstrate hat the only possible prime associated to 
Tor/$M, L) is III; thus no element of III could be regular on To&M, I.) if 
To&U, L) # 0. Since the only associated prime of F’PR L is III when F is a free 
R-module and since the tensor product is a right exact functor. it follows that the 
only associated prime of HaR L is III for any R-module H. The proof is camplt’te 
after one recalls, for i > 0, that 
To&M, L) 2 To$(M’. L) C Ha, L 
for appropriate R-modules AI’ and H. 
Let (R, III) be a local ring and suppose that E = (x1, . . . , x,,) is a system of param- 
eters for R. After Hochster (81 we call an R-module M a ntaxitttal Cohen Macaulay 
module for the system of parameters E = (xl, . . . , x’,,) provided XM # M and 
t-v 1, . . . . x,)&f: x1+1 R = (x1 , . . . , xl) M for 0 < 2 < II, that is (q , . . . , xl) M #M md 
X1+1 is regular on M/(lrI, . . . . x#ll for 0 < I < tt. 
Proposition 2.6. Let (R, III, k) ;ie a complete local rirlg arid suppmc that C is a 
maximal C~lreri--~~atwlrIt?l) module Ji,r the system oj’pavcrnlctcrs l = (x 1 , . . . , x,l ). 
J;‘Lvthc”t suppose that ICI is a JiWtely gertetated R-module off i’rtite illjective dimes- 
sim. 
a) Firstly, Extk (C/(x, , . . . , _ci) C, ki) = 0 f br j > i. Secondly, Q’depth M = 0, thcrz 
Estk(C/(xt , . . . , xi) C, M) # 0. (Tlze secortd statemertt holds regardless 01’ whether 
or not R is comphpte or M has ,rirtite irzjcctive diinemion, c.f. [5 ; Lemma 1.41.) 
b) Irl particular, Ext#, AI) = 0 jbr i > 0. 
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Proof. Observe that the first claim in part (a) is trivially true for i = n = dim R 
(cf. Bass [ 1; Lemma 3.31). So we assume the statement is true for i + 1 G yt. Using 
the notation Cj = C/(x1, 
0 + Cd x+1, Ci + Ci+l 
. . . , XI) C, we consider the exact sequence 
+ 0. For j > i, we obtain an exact sequence of cohomology 
modules 
Extk (Ci, M) xi+!l ExtjR(Ci,M)jExt~~(Ci+~,M) l 
But Ext~(Ci+l) M) = 0 by our induction hypothesis since necessarily j + 1 > i + 1. 
We now appeal to Lemma 2.5 (a) in order to complete the argument. If depth 
M = 0, then Horn (C/d’ C, M) # 0. A similar induction as above together with 
Lemma 2.5 (a) gives the sect nd claim in part (a). Of course part (b) is a special case 
of part (a). 
‘We remark here that par L (a) of the preceding lemma gives a completely elemen- 
tary proof of the Bass conjecture [ 11 whenever R has a maximal Cohen-Macaulay 
module. 
Proposition 2.7. Let (R, III, k) be a complete regular local ring and let C be a maxi- 
mal Cohen-Macaulay R-module for some system of parameters. Then 
C/($,, nlnC) is non-zero dnd has a basic submodule. 
Proof. The fact that C/(n,,u IIIV) is nonzero follows easily from the fsct that 
&‘#C, where E=(+..., xd) is a system of parameters for R which is a C-regular 
sequence. Furthermore, since R is regular, it follows from Proposition 2.6 (b) that 
Ext$(M, III) = 0, that is Hom(M, R) + Hom(R, k) is a surjection. Hence, condition 
(*) of Lemma 2.1 is satisfied and so C/(n,,, mnC) has a basic submodule. 
Corollary 2.8. Let (R, m , k) be a complete regular local ring and suppose that C is 
a countably generated maximal Cohen-Macaulay R-module. Let 
C’ = C/(n,,, ttW). Then C’ is isomorphic to a submodule C” of P = II;=, Re, so 
that S c C” c s, where S = LI t= l Re, and s is its Irr -adic closure in P. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.7, C’ has a basic submodule which is necessarily countably 
generated. By Proposition 2.3, C’ is isomorphic with a submodule C” of P so that 
s c C” c S. 
As a partial converse to Proposition 2.7 we have the following result. 
Proposition 2.9. Let (R, III ) be a regular local ring and suppose M is an R-module 
IycZich as a basic submodule. Then M is a maximal Cohen-Macaut’ay R-module for 
any regular system of parameters of R . 
Proof. It suffices to show that IV is necessarily torsion lice and that XM is closed in 
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the rn -adic topology on M (i.e., M/xM is separated in its m-adic topology). For then, 
if+, . . . , xd is a regular system of parameters of R, it will follow that M/x1 M is sep- 
arated in the maximal ideal topology for the regular local ring R/xl R and that F/x1 F 
is a basic submodule of M/x1 M (the fact that F/,x1 F is pure in M/X, M follows imme- 
diately from the fact that F is pure in M). Hence it will follow by induction that 
gM#Mand that (xl, . . . . xd) is a regular M-sequence. 
Now suppose that t E M and that it = 0 for some a # 0 in R. Since F is dense in 
M, we can find a sequence (fn}n in F such that t - j;, E III~M for n > 0. Then 
af, E UI*M for tl> 0. But since F is pure in M we have that aSI E aF n WF. Now 
applying the Artrn-Rees Lemma coordinatewise with respect to some R-basis for F, 
we observe that {f,}, necessarily converges to zero in the m-adic topology on F. 
Thus t = lim,,(f,) = 0. Further, we wish to consider an element w t xM, for x # 0 in 
PII, which is in n,,, I$(M/xM). This is equivalent o the condition that w = c, + XZ,, ,
where c, E mnM. Since p is dense in M we can find fn in F with the property that 
zn - fn = ciz E IIPM. Hence w -- xfn = cn f xc;* E IIPM and therefore the sequence 
(xf,}, is a Cauchy sequence in the III -adic topology on M and also on F (since F is 
pure in M). Considerations imilar to the preceding argument show that {I’,}, is 
necessarily a Cauchy sequence on F. Furthermore, considering M as a submodule of 
the III-adic completion of F, we see that w = xf, where lim.I;, =J’, i.e., w + xM repre- 
sents zero in M/xM. Thus M/xM is separated in its Ilr-adic topology. 
Completing the circle of ideas (at least for modules separated in their Ill-adic 
topology) which concerns flat modules, modules having basic submodules and maxi- 
mal Cohen-Macaulay modules we have our final result of this section. 
Propositiorr 2.10. Let (R, III) be a regular local ring and let M be a maximal Cohen- 
Macaulay R-module for some system of parameters of R. Ij’M is separated in its 
11l-adic topology, therl M is necessarily a flat R-module. 
Proof. Recall that M has a basic submodule from Proposition 2.7. As in the proof of 
Proposition 2.9 we also see that M is necessarily a torsion free R-module. Hence M 
is flat at every height one (necessarily 
1 
rincipal) prime ideal of R. Moreover, we 
know by Proposition 2.6 (J.$ that Tori (M, N) = 0 for all modules iV of finite length 
and all i > 0. We wish to demonstrate via induction on dim 12r that TorF(M, N) = 0 
for all finitely generated modules N and all i > 0. So we may suppose that 
dim Iv 2 1. Since To&M, -) vanishes on modules of finite length for i > 0, we may 
even assume that depth N > 0. Hence, there is a prime element a in III which is regu- 
lar on N. The exact sequence 0 + N s N -+ N/aN + 0 and induction gives an isomor- 
phism To&M, iV) s To$(M, h’), i.e., Torp(M, IV) is a-torsion free and a-divisible 
for i > 0. But the aforementioned fact that M is flat at each height one prime of R 
shows also that To&M, N) vanishes at all prime ideals of height one. Thus it must 
be the case that Tor/$Z, iV) = 0 for i > 0. 
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3. A representation theorem for complete local rings 
Let (AJ ) be a complete local ring and let p be a minimal prime of A so that 
dim A = dim A/p. Using the Cohen Structure Theory for complete local rings 
(cf. [4]), it follows that A&I = B contains a complete regular local ri 
is a module finite extension of R. It is well-known (for example see Hschstsr [S)) 
that, if B has a finitely generated maximal Cohen--Macaulay module M, then M is 
necessarily free as an R-module because depths&f = depth, M = dim I?. Thus one 
obtains a faithful represent:\tion f B in End,@ E M,(R), where s = rank,@“) and 
where iIfs denotes the riIlg of s X s-matrices over R. Now in case A is equicharac- 
teristic Hochster [6] has co-lstructed maximal Cohen-Macaulay A-modules with 
respect to any prescribed s’c,tem of parameters for A,. However, in case A is a do- 
main (i.e. A = B in the pretRding notation) it is not clear that Hochster‘s construc- 
tion leads to modules whit h are free over R (with R as above). Using our results on 
modules having basic subrklodules from Section 2 we are able (beginning with 
Hochster’s maximal Cohe+-Macaulay modules) to produce A-module actions on 
countably generated free H-modules (which extend the action of R). Thus, in case 
A is an equicharacteristic, complete local domain we obtain a faithful representation 
of A in Jfa(RI), the ring of column finite, countable matrices over R. This yields 
maximal Cohen--Macaulay _&modules with properties similar to finitely generated 
ones. 
Theorem 3.1. Let (A, II ) be mt eqlriclrara~~teristic complete local rirtg arld let p be a 
mirrimal prime ideal of A with dim A = dim A/p. 77~2 A/P contairrs a mnplete 
regular local ring (R, 111 ) so that A/P is a mod& fhite extmsiolr of R (c.f. Cohen 
[4]). 2%~ there is an R-algebra hornomorphisr~2 A -+ EndRF with kemel Jo, where 
F is a corultab!y gmpratcd JTTfe R-rrlodrtle, that is, there is a faithjhl A/&I -module 
action on F which exterlds the actiota of R. 
Remark. The above A-module F is necessarily a maximal Cohen--Nacaulay A-mod- 
ule for any system of parameters ofA which consists of elements front R, 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In order to establish the desired conclusion, it suffices to con- 
sider the case p = 0, i.e., WC may assume that A is a domain and that R (m above) is 
a subring of A. Now let x~, . . . , .Q be a system of parameters for R (hence also for A) 
and let C be the maximal Cohen--Macaulny A-module as constructed by Hochstcr in 
[G] . It is easily observed that this module C is countably generated as an A-module 
and hence also as an R-module. 0f cokse C is also a maximal Cohen-- Macaulny 
R-module for the system of parameters xl , . . ..Q. Moreover, it is easy to see that 
n Izbo IWl’ is naturally an A-submodule of C and consequently C’= C/(n,l>a WV) 
is nkrally an A-module (which of course xtends the action of R’). Now C’ contains 
a countably generated R-basic submodule and thus, by Corollary 2.8, C’ is isomorphic 
to an R-submodule off = II;=, Re,,, such that S = Il,“fzl Re,, C C’s ,!?. Since A is a 
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extension of R, the action ofA on C’ is compatible with the m-adic to- 
on C” and hence also on S (which is a basic submodule of C’). Thus we may 
the action of A to .? (which is the closure of C’ in p) by taking limits in the 
C’. Of course the medule action of R on g is preserved. Since 
module of se, 
rated R-msdule, it follows that, if T is a finitely generated R-sub- 
then A T is also a finit enerated R-submodule of 3. Thus, by 
repeated use of Csrdlary 1 we can obtain an ascending sequence of non- 
zero, finitely generated free summands Fi of s such that 
i) F, c F* c *** &, 6 *** 
and 
ii) AF,CF2. AF2CF3,.e.,AF,,CF,l+1 ,.... 
0 F, is clearly a countably generated A-module which is necessarily 
free as an R-module by Observation 1.4. 
Codhy 3.2. Let A be a complete quicharacteristic lo al rirtg artd let x1 , . . . , xd be 
a system of pammeters fur A. Then there is a maximal Cohen-Mtcaulay A-module 
Csuch that any permutation of $1) . . . , 
fbr each i. 
xp is a regular C-sequertce, where Si 2 1 
Roof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we may pass to the case where A is an inte- 
gral domain. Then via the Cohen Structure Theory for complete local rings A con- 
tains a complete regular local ring R for which x1, . . . , xd is a system of parameters 
and such that A is a module finite extension ef R. By Theorem 3.1 there is an 
A-module action (extending that of R) on some countably generated free /?-module 
C. Clearly C is the desired module for our conclusion. 
Remark 3.3. Not all maximal Cohen- Macaulay modules need have the properties 01 
C as in Corollary 3.2. For example, let A be the local ring k [X, Y]( y y), where k is 
a field. Let E be the injective nvelope of the A-module A/(Y). The’n’mul tiplication 
by X is an automorphism of E while multiplication by Y gives a noninjective epi- 
morphism on E. Hence the module C = A @ E is a maximal Cohen -Macaulay mod- 
ule for the system of parameters X, Y but not for the system of parameters Y, X. 
Remark 3.4. Theorem 3.1 applies to any (necessarily semi-local) ring A which is a 
module finite extension of a complete regular local ring R, that is, A/y acts faith- 
fully on some countably generated free R-module, where p is a minimal prime ideal 
of A. The key point here is that, if xt , . . . . xd is a system of parameters for R, then 
the construction of Hochster (6) gives an A-module c‘ with x1, . . . , xd as a regular 
C-sequence. 
Corollary 3.5 (Hochster [71). Let A be a cornnzutatir9e ring which is a nzodtde jirzite 
exteFtsioFt fa local@ reguiur btg R and suppose that R corztairrs a jicki (that is, A 
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and R are locally equicharacteristic). Then R is a direct summand of A as an 
R-module. Consequently every tieal of R is a contraction f an ideal of A. 
Proof. It suffices to show that Rlll is an Rm -module direct summand of A,,, (here 
A,,, = S-$4, where S = R - MI) t’or each maximal ideal rtt of R. Moreover, we may 
complete with respect to trt p that is, we may assume that (R, III) a complete regular 
local (equicharacteristic) rim* and that A is a module finite extension of R. By 
Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3..J, there is an A-action on some countably generated 
free R-module F. The R-algir:t ra homomorphism A + EndRF thus gives an R-module 
composite homomorphism R -+ A + EndRF, where of course the image of R in 
EndfiF is the set of R-mult iples of the identity endomorphism (necessarily an 
R-module summand of EnLI,F). Thus we have achieved an R-module retract A + R 
which completes our 1 ,oF, 
Remark 3.6. We close our paper with ‘. drief discussion (and question) on the possi- 
bility of obtaining finite represe:.tations from countably infinite ones. As can be ob- 
served in Hochster [6] this ques ion reduces (in the case of complete local rings) im- 
mediately to the situation wher! A is a normal complete local domain containing a
comptete regular local ring R so that the extension of fraction fields is separable. 
Since A is normal, we may assume the fraction field K of A is of the form K = L (0) 
where 0 E A. So A is the integral closure of the Gorenstein local ring 
B = R [O] z R [Xj /(f(x)) where f(X) E R [X] is the minimum polynomial for 8. 
Assuming A is equicharacteristic wecan obtain via Theorem 3.1 a faithful A-action 
on some countably generated free R-module F. Since A/B is R-torsion one can easi- 
ly see that AF’ C F’ for some finite rank free R-summand F’ of F if and only if 
BF’ c F’. (This is equivalent to obtaining a faithful R-representation A + EndRF’.) 
Moreover, the preceding statement can easily be seen to be equivalent to the state- 
ment that OF’ C F’. Thus in order to obtain a finite representation from the repre- 
sentation A + EndRF it suffices to find a finite rank summand F’ of F such that 
OF’ C F’. This leads us finally to an open question. 
Question. Let R be a complete regular local ring and let M,(R) be the ring of col- 
umn finite matrices over R. Suppose that 0 E M,(R) satisfies amanic polynomial 
in ,R [X] . Then is there a basis for I_IIzI Re,t so that 8 has the form 
l-i1 
ho i 4 
ere the upper left hand corner is a finite square matrix? 
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